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Arjun was born in New Delhi on 5 May
1970, he is an Indian singer, composer,
and actor. At the age of five, he became a
choir member in Thakurani Devi Primary
School. He is the youngest of three
siblings. His father was in the
construction business. Yes, in a bid to
compete with the YouTube platform Arjun
has launched an app today. The portal,
which is already up and running, is called
SMS Video Player. It allows a user to view
video clips, download them, share them,
and more. Raja Arjun, Arjun's first name,
is not only the name of a monkey in
Rajasthan's Jodhpur royal family and a
name of a popular south Indian actor, he
is also the name of a popular band from
Rajasthan. But none of them are
connected to Arjun Arjun; he had chosen
the name from a list of names by asking
his parents what they liked. Arjun is
perhaps the most radical and surprising
figure of modern Hindi cinema. He has no
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qualms about tweaking the cinema
world's definition of male and female. He
makes arty films and right-wing films
alike, and he draws on his studied, punk-
like worldview for all his work, taking aim
at the dated cultural values that define
the Hindi film establishment. Arjun is
constantly doing something new. He is a
composer, a director, and most
importantly, a performer who uses the
Hindi film tradition but blurs it into
something totally new. He will move from
leading roles in arty films to leading roles
in nationalist films. He will make films
that scare the porn industry with their
explicit depictions of sexuality, and he will
make films that speak to millions of Hindi
cinema enthusiasts with his fresh take on
the eternal issues of the movies.
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my toms is one of the most popular music
streaming services in india. it allows its
users to download their favorite songs,
albums, and playlists with a few easy
steps. users can now download their
favorite songs and listen to it on the

move. the mytoms app has thousands of
exciting features that will help you to

access your favorite music in a
customized manner. being a platform,

mytoms has a lot of exciting features for
music lovers to enjoy. some of these
features include a direct download, a
thumbdrive feature, a direct spotify

connection, a rekha feature, a folder app,
an offline feature, an offline play feature,
and a calendar feature. so, who’s the man

behind the lens? jamaluddin malik who
was born in allahabad, india has just

landed his fourth arjuna award after john
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abraham (2 awards), dhanush (3 awards)
& of course, the director himself akshay
kumar (2 awards)!! akshay kumar is the
only indian male actor to win 4 awards.
indeed, bollywood's own godfather, this
male hero made his acting debut in the
1992 film ‘shakti’, where akshay played

the titular character. from then on, it was
a constant domination for akshay, he won
19 out of 25 indian films that released in
the year 1992-1993. in the year 1996,

akshay was the undisputed king of
bollywood with 2 consecutive superhit

films & ‘bhagam bhag’, which was india's
highest grossing film until it was

surpassed by dabangg 2 years later. his
next superhit & directed by mansher
khan, was ‘hum saath saath hain: the
tears of ganga’ that also became the

highest grossing hindi film in pakistan.
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